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Virtual Reality Sustained Multimodal Distributional Semantics for Gestures in Dia
logue (GeMDiS)

Project Description

1 Starting Point

1.1 State of the art and preliminary work

Computational and theoretical linguistics share an interest in and need for data; the former as
products of language use, the latter as exemplifications of language phenomena. However, the
domain of visual communication is nearly void of apt corpora and methods. GeMDiS aims at
building and exploiting that missing resources. The project takes three starting points, which are
discussed in the following. In Sec. 1.1.1 we review multimodal distributional methods in light of
speechandgesture data. This leads to the question of the empirical and theoretical domain which
have to be addressed (Sec. 1.1.2). Existing speechandgesture datasets are summarized and
evaluated in Sec. 1.1.3. The conclusions of the state of the art with respect to GeMDiS are collected
in 1.1.4.

1.1.1 Multimodal distributional methods for theoretical linguistics

Distributional semantic models provide reliable estimates of the semantic relatedness of words
(Baroni et al. 2014). This is achieved by a differential (instead of a referential) notion of mean
ing: the meaning of a linguistic item is characterized by its position relative to that of all other
linguistic items (of a given language). When the domain of language is extended to the visual
modality computational approaches have to be extended and eventually adapted, too. A recent
branch of distributional semantics methods, Multimodal Distributional Semantics (MDS), draws on
an extended notion of context, including perceptual information such as image features (“visual
words”) drawn from datasets of labeled images (Bruni et al. 2014). Work on MDS show that words
can be represented as vectors within a feature space drawing on verbal and pictorial contexts. A
central part of the context of utterance situations of visual communication, however, are the in
terlocutors themselves and the variety of gestures they produce. The term ‘gesture’ is used in
a broad sense here, covering handandarm movements as well as facial expressions, laughter,
head movement, body posture, and the temporal alignment between these modalities. The natural
habitat of such gestures is facetoface dialogue; in fact, facetoface dialogue is the primary eco
logical niche of natural languages, as is agreed upon in cognitive sciences and discourse studies
(Holler et al. 2019), and dialog theory (Kempson et al. 2016; Ginzburg and Poesio 2016). Accord
ingly, an ecologically valid, communicationoriented MDS has to be extended for and adapted to
visual communication means.
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1.1.2 The domain of gestures and linguistic theories

The habitat of gestures (facetoface dialogue) adds domain complexity. The degree of “dialogical
embeddedness” is partly reflected in gesture taxonomies. One of the most widely used gesture
taxonomies is the fourfold classification provided by McNeill (1992): (1) deictic gestures (point
ing gestures); (2) iconic gestures (representing a concrete property, usually assumed to rest on
some kind of resemblance between gesture form and depicted property); (3) metaphoric gestures
(representing an abstract concept, a “nonverbatim” variant of iconic gestures); (4) beat gestures
(synchronized with the rhythm of speech, often bound up with emphasis).

Iconic and metaphoric gestures employ one of four modes of representation (Müller 1998): acting
(mimicking transitive and intransitive actions), modeling (the hands represent a referent), draw
ing (tracing outlines), and embodying (nonhuman referents are mapped onto the gesturer’s body,
e.g., embodying a bird by spreading the arms). These gestures are produced more or less spon
taneously. This distinguishes them from lexicalized emblems (e.g., the victory sign or thumbsup),
which are characterized by a fixed form (i.e., configuration of the hand). Deictic and iconic gestures
usually can be interpreted within the context of the sentence they cooccur with, that is, within (a
multimodally extended) grammar (Alahverdzhieva et al. 2017). This is different with interactive
or pragmatic gestures, that is, gestures that serve dialogue coordination (Bavelas et al. 1995). A
typical example is to hold both hands, loosely opened with palm pointing upwards, in front of the
stomach: this is known as a delivery gesture which expresses an interactive meaning that can be
glossed “here’s my point” (Bavelas et al. 1995, p. 396). At first glance, interactive gestures look like
deictic or iconic/metaphoric ones, but their interpretation requires a functional construal that refers
to some aspect of dialogue context or to the information states of the interlocutors. Therefore,
interactive gestures are considered a separate type extending the classical taxonomy of gestures.
GeMDiS focuses primarily on interactive gestures.

1.1.3 Largescale gesture resources

Although there is no gesturebased multimodal distributional semantics in the sense of GeMDiS
yet (but see Pouw, Wit, et al. 2021 below), there are some corpusbased approaches. The bulk
of previous corpus work addresses iconic gestures. The manually created SpeechandGesture
Alignment corpus SaGA (Lücking, Bergmann, et al. 2010) comprises 4,961 iconic and deictic ges
tures (including mixed forms). Since SaGA rests on data gained in route description dialogues,
the observed iconic gestures mostly are concrete in terms of the McNeillian taxonomy. This is
not the case with the majority of deictic gestures: using a subset of SaGA dialogues, Ginzburg
and Lücking (2021a) found instances of four classes of pointing gestures which are not primarily
demonstrative but refer to some aspect of the information state in dialogue.

Gestural modes of representation have been but one layer of annotation within the coverbal ges
tures of SaGA, but they are the focal topic of the dataset of Ortega et al. (2020) of silent gestures
(without accompanying speech). The data was gained from experiments where participants had
to enact concepts from several semantic domains (Müller 1998). In a similar manner, abstract
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metaphoric gestures have been collected within the Frankfurt Image Gesture corpus FIGURE
(Lücking, Mehler, et al. 2016), a silent gesture dataset of manual depictions of image schemata.

The latter resources employ symbolic, featurebased representations of gesture forms for annotat
ing video recordings. Other resources replace manual annotation by motion capturing: EGGNOG
(Wang et al. 2017) collects data from a cooperative task (block building); it mainly consists of act
ing, modeling, and drawing gestures recorded via Microsoft’s Kinect v2 and semiautomatically
postprocessed (segmentation, annotation of move intention). In the study of Gurion et al. (2020),
gestures were tracked by means of HTC Vive controllers mapping handandarm movements to
Cartesian coordinates over time so that gestures are reduced to space positions.

Kinect v2 was also used in the NEMO dataset, in which participants had to present objects to a
robot in a charade game, which it attempted to identify using a builtin shape lexicon (Wit et al.
2021). NEMO is a silent dataset consisting of pairs of input stimuli (objects) and Cartesian points
in space over time (motion tracking data). Drawing on distributional methods, NEMO has been
used by Pouw, Wit, et al. (2021) to compare the relatedness of the charade concepts with the
kinematic relatedness of the gesture trajectories. However, since these trajectories are bound
to the charade concepts, the comparison of word and trajectory embeddings does not lead to a
multimodal distributional semantics, but projects kinematic and semantic spaces.

The DUEL corpus consists of 24 hours of naturally occurring dialogues in French, German, and
Mandarin (Hough et al. 2016). It contains audio and video recordings, transcriptions, and time
stamped skeleton coordinates from Kinect v2 tracking. Since the focus of DUEL is on disfluency,
exclamations and laughter, there is no gesture identification or classification.

Besides these more or less linguistically informed datasets, there are a number of training datasets
for hand gesture recognition consisting of actions, emblems, or hand shapes (e.g., Guyon et al.
2014; Marin et al. 2016; Amir et al. 2017). Hence, they provide important resources for recognizing
actions or hand shapes from motion tracking data, but not for gestures in the dialog itself.

While the use of different recording devices (video, audio, and motion tracking) contributes to the
multimodality of data collection, it also affects signal alignment: all recordings have to be synchro
nized on a common time line. Using an augmented or virtual realitybased environment (AR and
VR for short; we use AVR for both; Mehler, Abrami, et al. 2018Abrami:Henlein:Kett:Mehler:2020),
we circumvent this potentially errorprone processing step.

Gesture resources focus on deictic and iconic gestures. However, these types of gestures have a
rather mechanistic meaning: deictic gestures are attentiondirecting devices (Lücking 2018), iconic
gestures work by a sort of structure mapping (Emmorey 2014). Since both kinds of gestures are
“exophorically motivated”, it remains unclear whether they can be made object to a distributional
semantics. This is different with interactive gestures: a shrug in combination with arms and lips
(Debras 2017), for instance, illustrated in Fig. 1, has been identified as a gesture which reacts
to a given question under discussion (dialogue context). In the absence of a unique shape norm,
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Figure 1: Shrugging as whole body behavior (Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. Original uploader was
Cbarr (WMF), CC BYSA 3.0, File:RobGrindesshrug143px.png)

morphological variance within such gestures is to be expected, for which the distributional approach
is well suited.

1.1.4 Interim conclusions

In order to exploit visual communication for computational linguistics, a large gesture resource is
needed which enables to apply computational methods in the first place. The natural habitat of
gestures is dialogue, with interactive gestures as the most prominent inhabitants. Distributional
methods seem to be particularly well suited to detect patterns of interactive gestures (gestalts) or
families thereof (gesture families are semantically related fields of morphologically similar gestures,
see Fricke et al. 2014). Hence, GeMDiS contributes to a better understanding of embodied seman
tics, namely the activation of the sensorimotor system during linguistic processing. The domain
of gestures targeted in the envisaged project goes beyond manual gestures and therefore is truly
multimodal, potentially anticipating future developments of ViCom. Within the priority program, the
project proposal GeMDiS addresses a desideratum at the interface between corpusbased meth
ods, computational linguistics and theoretical linguistics by developing a distributional semantic
model for gestures in dialogue.

The standard equipment for recording multimodal data in previous work is to use Kinect motion
tracking alongside audio and video recordings, but requires additional signal alignment. GeMDiS
employs an AVR environment for data gathering: current AVR headsets provide a wide domain of
tracking, including facial expressions and hand models. In sum, GeMDiS fills a gap left by current
research, that is, modeling mainly interactive gestures using a distributional semantics in order to
bridge to theoretical linguistics.

1.2 Projectrelated publications

1.2.1 Articles published by outlets with scientific quality assurance, book publications,
and works accepted for publication but not yet published.

1. A. Lücking, K. Bergmann, et al. (2010). “The Bielefeld Speech and Gesture Alignment Corpus
(SaGA)”. in: Multimodal Corpora: Advances in Capturing, Coding and Analyzing Multimodality.
Proc. of LREC 2010. Malta, pp. 92–98

2. A. Lücking, A. Mehler, et al. (2016). “Finding Recurrent Features of Image Schema Gestures:
the FIGURE corpus”. In: Proc. of LREC 2016. Portorož (Slovenia), pp. 1426–1431

3. J. Ginzburg and A. Lücking (2021a). “I thought pointing is rude: A dialoguesemantic analysis
of pointing at the addressee”. In: Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 25. Ed. by P. Grosz et al.
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SuB 25. Special Session: Gestures and Natural Language Semantics. Virtually at University
College London, pp. 276–291

4. A. Lücking (2016). “Modeling Coverbal Gesture Perception in Type Theory with Records”.
In: Proc. of the 2016 Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems.
Vol. 8. Annals of Computer Science and Information Systems. IEEE, pp. 383–392

5. A. Lücking et al. (2020). “Towards the score of communication”. In: Proceedings of the 24th
Workshop on the Semantics and Pragmatics of Dialogue. SemDial/WatchDial. Virtually at
Brandeis University, Waltham, New Jersey

6. A. Mehler, A. Lücking, et al. (2014). “WikiNect: Image Schemata as a Basis of Gestural Writing
for Kinetic Museum Wikis”. In: Universal Access in the Information Society, pp. 1–17

7. A. Mehler, G. Abrami, et al. (2018). “VAnnotatoR: A Framework for Generating Multimodal
Hypertexts”. In: Proc. of ACM Conf. on Hypertext and Social Media. HT ’18. New York

8. G. Abrami, A. Henlein, A. Kett, et al. (2020). “Text2SceneVR: Generating Hypertexts with VAn
notatoR as a Preprocessing Step for Text2Scene Systems”. In: Proc. of 31st ACM Conf. on
Hypertext and Social Media. HT ’20. New York, pp. 177–186

1.2.2 Other publications, both peerreviewed and nonpeerreviewed

—

1.2.3 Patents

—

1.2.3.1 Pending

—

1.2.3.2 Issued

—

2 Objectives and work programme

2.1 Anticipated total duration of the project

3 years (36 months)

2.2 Objectives

Grammars and discourse theories from theoretical linguistics ultimately encode meanings in lexi
cal resources such that a form is paired with one or more content representations. Extending such
linguistic theories to visual communication involves, among other, to provide multimodal input rep
resentations, that is, input which not only consists of vocal but also of visual forms that are coupled
with some sort of meaning representation. The multimodal distributional semantics developed
within GeMDiS impacts theoretical linguistics at this point: (1) it connects visual communication
to current computational linguistics and (2) provides entry points for spelling out the semantics of
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nonverbal linguistic resources, as identified within gesture embeddings. The resulting embeddings
(learned by this distributional gesture semantics) allow to investigate gestures according to their
contiguity, associativity, and complementarity. In particular, it will give access to visual communi
cation data for the variety of natural language processing tasks carried out in deep learningdriven
computational linguistics. In sum, the project pursues three major goals:

1. Enablingmultimodal modeling: due to stateoftheart tracking techniques, the empirical do
main of GeMDiS includes hand gestures, handandarm movements, facial expressions, and
speech. The empirical domain of the planned project therefore addresses the main signaling
channels of visual communication and models multimodal communication as a modality cross
ing affair, potentially involving the whole body.

2. Substantiating theoretical linguistics: theoretical linguistics usually construes a sign as a
pairing of a written or spoken form and a meaning. In the growing body of literature on super
linguistics also iconic aspects of meaning and hand gestures have been analyzed. However,
work in dialogue theory and human language processing emphasizes (in line with the previous
bullet point) that communication is embodied. If this is correct, the datadriven approach of
GeMDiS will provide distributional evidence and examples of crossmodal gestures, gesture
clusters or fields, and expressive behavior in general. This will allow the testing and validation
of theoretical linguistic hypotheses and predictions.

3. Developing empirically driven simulation models: AVR technology is not only be used for
multimodal tracking, but also for modeling within AR or VR. This involves three aspects: (i)
scene building in VR for a controlled elicitation of multimodal behaviour (this is carried out in
cooperation with the planned project on information structure, see Sec. 6.4); (ii) multimodal
“play back” within an VR avatar for data control and evaluation; (iii) combining (i) and (ii) into a
platform for theorydriven experiments. The latter will centrally figure in the longterm prospect
of GeMDiS within the SPP ViCom.

GeMDiS complements research on visual communication by using uptodate computational me
thodology following the distributional view. The datadriven, quantitative bottomup approach cov
ers an empirical breadth that is out of reach of experimental and qualitative gesture studies. In
contrast to the latter, the place of human interpretation and hypotheses generation is at the end
instead of the beginning of empirical investigation (in accordance with the approach of Conversa
tion Analyses). Both lines are joint in simulation models (see the third item from above): findings
such as crossmodal gestalts are made objects of formal modeling and analyses (in accordance
with linguistic Dialogue Theory), and in the longer run are studied in VRsustained, controlled ex
periments.

In order to achieve the general objectives, GeMDiS focuses on a novel integration of distributional
semantics, visual communication modeling and active learning. This is done to enhance the pro
cess of data generation that can be used for both: empirically substantiating theoretical linguistics
approaches to visual communication and their empirical testing by means of simulation models
running based on GeMDiS generated data. To this end, it employs currently available multimodal
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recording systemswhich do not need technological development beyond the expertise of the princi
pal investigators, namely AVRbased headmounted systems. In sum, GeMDiS approaches basic
prerequisite for a multimodal distributional semantics of gestures in dialogue.

2.3 Work programme including proposed research methods

The main PI (AL or AM) is specified per WP, but both collaborate on each WP.

2.3.1 WP1: Data Acquisition, UIMAbased Modeling and Management (AL)

Data acquisition within GeMDiS aims at harvesting speech and visual communication signals to
such an extent that multimodal distributional spaces can be learned based on neural networks
(WP4). That said, and recalled that the natural habitat of gestures in general and interactive ges
tures in particular is dialogue, GeMDiS pursues data acquisition in dialogical interactions:

WP1.1 Data Acquisition Following previous experimental settings (see Sec. 1.1), free interaction
(Gurion et al. 2020) as well as three kinds of roleplay settings (furnishing a shared flat, developing
a film script, and border control, Hough et al. 2016) are used. Two participants will be equipped with
AVR headsets in order to record their facial expressions, arm movements, and hand shapes. Built
in microphones record speech and feed in speechtotext systems for further language processing.
Each interaction will additionally be filmed by three video camera – one for each participant, and
one capturing the scene in toto. Video recordings are used for visual control and for an interface
to semiautomatic annotation (WP3).
WP1.2 Testing & Maintenance The experimental setup will be tested and, if stable, run through
out the duration of the project (see the cyclic structure in Fig. 2). Participants will mainly be re
cruited from students of computer science, linguistics and educational sciences. For a duration
of 6 semesters, we expect 60 students each, which makes up 30 dialogue pairs. Each dialogue
will last for about 10 minutes, amounting to (6 · 30 · 10 =) 1800 minutes of video. Given than in
280 minutes of SaGA recordings about 1,000 discourse gestures have been observed (Lücking,
Bergmann, et al. 2010), we expect over 6,000 discourse gestures. Additionally, the experiments
of our cooperation partner will be carried out during the first part of the project, leading to further
and complementary data for GeMDiS (see also WP5.3).
WP1.3 Data Management All project data (video, speech, face, hand and arm movement data
plus annotation and computed data based on them) will be stored and managed in a unified
database using UIMA (Unstructured Information Management applications) (Abrami and Mehler
2018). This will ensure interoperable access to the data, including support for the various data
formats of all tools reused for the project (WP2, WP3). Furthermore, data management, data
analysis and annotation will be based on TextImager (Hemati et al. 2016), TextAnnotator (Abrami,
Henlein, Lücking, et al. 2021) and VAnnotatoR (for AVR) (Mehler, Abrami, et al. 2018), which
will allow serverside distribution of the extensive project data (whether primary or secondary) as
well as usermanagement supported administration of data access. In this way, our data can be
made accessible to other projects in a webbased manner, subject to finegrained data access
rules. Finally, we use TextImager’s NLP framework and active learning component for integrating
annotation and automatic analysis (WP2 & WP3).
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2.3.2 WP2: Postprocessing speech (AM)

It is wellestablished that speech and gesture interact (Wagner et al. 2014). In order to provide de
tailed verbal contexts for the visual communication signals observed in GeMDiS, the speech data to
be recorded in WP1 will be processed in WP2. This rests on the automatic transcription of speech
using a leading speechtotext system (Nuance Dragon). The digitized text is then processed with
the help of the NLP tools made available by TextImager (Hemati et al. 2016). TextImager pro
vides stateoftheart tools for (what is now considered) routine tasks such as tokenisation, lem
matisation, partofspeech tagging, and dependency annotation. These wellestablished linguistic
annotations all provide basic contexts for a multimodal distributional semantics of gestures.

More advanced automatic recognition approaches include dialogue act annotation, where at least
an F1 score of 57.7% was achieved in a supervised setting (Paul et al. 2019). Since, for instance,
questions and repairs are highly relevant for multimodal interaction (Ginzburg and Lücking 2021b),
GeMDiS will experiment with dialogue act annotation and also the related argumenation mining.
With regard to the latter, approaches that draw on orallike text like that of web genres (Habernal
et al. 2017) are of interest.

A feature of speech which is not wellcovered (if at all) by dialogue acts and arguments are disflu
encies. Such signs of production difficulties or miscommunication are known to be a wholebody
affair (Özkan et al. 2021). Hence, GeMDiS uses current LSTM models for disfluency detection
(Kourkounakis et al. 2020), which operate on acoustic features of audio recordings instead of tran
scriptions, since prosody improves recognition (Zayats et al. 2019).

To summarize WP2: audio recordings are transcribed and preprocessed by using existing tools
(WP2.1). The resulting enriched text data are needed for embedding items of visual communi
cation in various linguistic contexts (modifying the heterogeneous spaces of pictorial multimodal
distributional semantics, cf. Sec. 1.1). These contexts in turn are constituted by computationally
welltractable levels such as partofspeech and dependency annotation (WP2.2). Additionally,
they will be extended to include still more experimental levels such as dialogue act and argumen
tation recognition (WP2.3). Finally, we will experiment with disfluency detection (WP2.4).

2.3.3 WP3: Gesture annotation (AL)

The mainWP of GeMDiS, WP3, provides a basic morphological gesture representation as input for
extending the distributional method to the visual domain of communication. We represent manual
gestures along four parameters in accordance with Bressem et al. (2013, p. 1104): hand shape,
orientation, movement and position in gesture space. For each parameter, GeMDiS reuses ex
isting algorithms and tools.

Automatic annotation is carried out by synchronizing VR recordings to the camera recording of
the respective scene. By this means, the multimodal annotation tool ELAN1 (Wittenburg et al.
2006) is used as an interface between automatic recognition and manual correction. The flat XML

1https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan

https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan
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structure of ELAN annotation files are particular well suited for exchanging features on specific
layers of annotation generated as follows:

WP3.1: Gesture Segmentation Weuse existing algorithms for an automatic classification of when
a gesture starts and ends (e.g. Wu et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2018). We are aware that these ap
proaches are not precise enough to distinguish the gesture phases preparation, stroke, and re
traction. However, gesture phases are object of interpretation and does not seem to be proper
morphological units (Martell et al. 2007).
WP3.2: Hand Shapes and Orientation Gesture recognition algorithms (Chen et al. 2021; Huesser
et al. 2021) provide the needed basic information about open or closed hands, finger extensions,
and palm orientation.
WP3.3: Position in Space The position in space is readily given by Cartesian coordinates. This
coordinates can easily be mapped to gesture space models (McNeill 1992).
WP3.4: Movement Extracting movement features is known as a challenge for automatized ges
ture modeling: how to get from lowlevel tracking data to discrete gesture morphology? GeMDiS
pursues an innovative, tripartite approach including active learning to this end: (1) According to
basic heuristics, spans of motion vector trajectories of gesture segmentations are mapped to direc
tional annotation labels (e.g., an increase in the z dimension licenses to introduce the up predicate).
(2) Subsets of automatically generated movement labels are manually corrected on a general basis
and fed back into an active learning component based on UIMAbased applications (Nghiem et al.
2018). A continuous improvement for this parameter is expected over the duration of GeMDiS.
(3) Movement predicates finally are a bridge to endtoend learning: Cartesian vector sequences
in addition to handshape features are directly delegated to distributional approaches (recall from
Sec. 1.1 that vectors of image features have already been used in pictorial MDS, so there is no a
priori reason why vectors of Cartesian coordinates should fail).
WP3.5 Facial Expressions Features of facial expressions are extracted by reusing existing al
gorithms (Houshmand et al. 2020).

WP2.1–5 provide a rich, differentiated dataset of multimodal data that complements the linguistic
data from WP2 to enable learning of a multimodal semantic space of visual communication.

2.3.4 WP4: From application to exploration and theory (AM)

WP4 aims at learning contextualized multimodal embeddings to detect mono and crossmodal
clusters in visual communication (e.g., speechgesture ensembles and speechfacial expression
clusters), which in turn are used to test theoretical linguistic hypotheses. More specifically, WP4
quantifies two types of relations between entities of the same or different modalities using the
same multimodal semantic space: (1) distributional similarity (the tendency to occupy similar time
frames in visual communication) and (2) distributional contiguity (occupying neighboring frames).
Using Dynamic Time Warping (Pouw and Dixon 2020), WP4 will experiment with differently scaled
time frames for this purpose. This is done to explore the influence of linguistic context on the
distributional semantics of gestures by comparing the distributional spaces of gestures with and
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without their accompanying speech. Hence, the hypothesis, referred to as H1, that speech mean
ing grounds gesture meaning (e.g. Enfield 2009) will be tested by WP4.

A methodical innovation of WP4 is to perform multimodal selfsupervised learning in the context
of small data characteristic of visual communication for which sufficiently large corpora do not yet
exist (see Sec. 1.1). To this end, we build on VideoAudioText Transformer (VATT) (Akbari et
al. 2021) to learn contextualized embeddings in a multimodal space by taking profit from cross
modal regulation in a selfsupervised fashion. This means that, unlike BERT (Devlin et al. 2019),
with otherwise the same architecture, we will experiment with separate token layers (and linear
projections) for the different modalities, in multiple combinations (speechgesture, mimicsgesture,
etc.). However, in contrast to VATT’s endtoend approach, we will rely heavily on the annotations
from WP2 and WP3. In the context of H1, this means testing the influence of different levels of
linguistic annotation and meaning representation (WP2) on the grounding of gesture meaning.
This approach allows other modalities (WP3) to be considered in conjunction with or instead of
gestures to test variants of H1 (e.g., grounding of mimics by speech). A second modification is due
to handling small data of visual communication in conjunction with small vocabularies (e.g., gesture
morphology). Following Wies et al. (2021), WP4 will experiment with different depths and widths of
transformer architecture to handle small vocabulary sizes. To train on small datasets, we build on
Xu et al. (2021), which in turn builds on Clark et al. (2020). That is, we experiment with an additional
discriminative, localizationoriented pretraining task in which localization is interpreted based on
the cooccurrence of units from the same or different modalities within time frames. Since this task
takes into account not only a few masked units, but all units of the input stream, the amount of
data available for training increases tremendously. Clustering of modalityspecific tokens mapped
to the resulting dynamic embedding space is pursued using three strategies: (1) by means of
transforming contextualized embeddings into static ones (Bommasani et al. 2020), (2) clustering
context embeddings (Coenen et al. 2019) and (3) templatebased replacement tests (Kurita et
al. 2019). The latter allows us to distinguish between similarity and contiguity associations, i.e.,
whether unit A occurs alternatively to unit B in the context of unit C (similarity) or whether C co
occurs with A or B (contiguity). In this way, we aim to form clusters of distributionally related units,
regardless of whether they belong to the same or different modality.

Distributional clusters detected by WP4 will be interpreted within their dialogue context and ana
lyzed in light of formal multimodal theories such as SDRT (Alahverdzhieva et al. 2017), KoSTTR
(Lücking 2016; Lücking et al. 2020) and Process algebra (Rieser et al. 2020). This will also con
tribute to the research on gesture fields (Fricke et al. 2014). On this basis, GeMDiS is doing ground
work in computational linguistics of visual communication, fromwhich starting points for hypothesis
driven followup projects on interactive gestures in the longterm perspective of ViComwill emerge.
In sum, WP4 has five subtasks: WP4.1: adapting VATT for multimodal selfsupervised learning
in visual communication;WP4.2: investigating the impact of different language layers and modali
ties;WP4.3 handling small data;WP4.4: cluster analysis of contextualizedmultimodal embeddings;
WP4.5: testing the distributional model especially based on formalsemantic modeling.
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2.3.5 WP5: Scene building (AL, AM)

WP5 aims at extending the experimental framework of the project by developing AR and VRbased
scenarios (WP5.1) to serve three tasks: for replicating results of previous studies (WP5.2), for
testing stimulustriggered behavior such as multimodal bias and latency (WP5.3), and for bridging
from gestures to joint action (WP5.4).

WP5.1 will be carried out with the help of practical courses of student groups dealing with 3D
modeling. First, a 3D model of SaGA (Lücking, Bergmann, et al. 2010) will be designed for the
uptodate Oculus system used within GeMDiS (WP5.2). This model will then be used for an
information structure experiment in conjunction with the partner project (WP5.2 and WP5.3). The
manual annotations and corrections produced in this context feed back to the active learning cycles
within GeMDiS. Within the practical course, further classical settings are implemented. They are
intended to be used for replicating paradigmatic studies (as is done with SaGA here), but also
serve as test scenarios for interacting with an avatar to be built in WP6, mainly in preparation of
follow up projects (WP5.4).

2.3.6 WP6: Avatar as representation (AM, AL)

Work on multimodal communication faces a basic problem that can at least be traced back to
the kinesics programme of Birdwhistell (1970): how to represent modalities other than speech
(for which there is orthography or the international phonetic alphabet)? There is no established,
encompassing representational system yet that, for instance, allows a linguistic to exemplify a mul
timodal and usually temporally extended phenomenon of interest in her publication. VR sustained
environments (e.g., VAnnotatoR; Abrami, Henlein, Kett, et al. 2020) provide an elegant solution to
this problem: avatars can be used as a “play back device” for previously recorded multimodal be
haviour (cf. the illustration in Fig. 1, for which it would be awkward to give a symbolic description).
Avatars as representational systems are devised in WP6.1 and will be of importance for semantic
modeling in WP4.5 (and GeMDiS publications in general). Avatars as play back devices are ex
tended to free multimodal simulations (WP6.2) which aim at experimental setting in which they are
used as controllable displays for specific hypothesis testing (hence, WP6.2 essentially prepares
followup projects based on GeMDiS). WP6.1 and WP6.2 will be carried out in conjunction with
practical course within computer science at the GU.
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schedule (months)

1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34

WP1
equipment

WP1.1 acquisition
WP1.2 maintenance
WP1.3 management

WP2
WP2.1 transcriptions

WP2.2–2.4 NLP
WP3

WP3.4 heuristics
WP3.1 segmentation
WP3.2 shape/orient.

WP3.3 position
WP3.4 movement

WP3.5 face
ELAN sync.

active learning
WP4

WP4.1 VATT
WP4.2 impact

WP4.3 small data
GeMDiS

WP4.5 sem. model
consolidation
final GeMDiS

WP5
WP5.1

WP5.2 SaGA scene
WP5.3 SaGA study

WP5.4 Classic scenes
WP6

WP6.1 representation
WP6.2 simulation

Figure 2: Gantt chart. The cyclic character of recordings reflect their continuous updates over the
duration of the planned project.
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4 Relevance of sex, gender and/or diversity

Information about sex or gender is not a variable of data collection. The results gained are com
pletely neutral with respect to sex and gender (as well as individualrelated information in gen
eral) and accessible for everyone without difference (creative commons license). Recruitment for
GeMDiS follows the diversity guidelines of the GU.


